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AQUATIC ALGAE AND
WEED CONTROL

Adding concentrated Aquashade to
lakes and ponds controls algae and
weeds by cutting off sunlight they need
for growth. Adding it to contained ponds
or lakes will turn them a blue or aqua
color. Wind and water currents disperse
the liquid throughout the body of water.

Aquashade will not harm people,
fish, wildlife or turf, and treated waters
may be used for swimming or
irrigation.
AQUASHADE INC.
Circle124 on Postage Free Card

SPRINKLER NOZZLE
The High Uniformity sprinkler noz-

zles from FCI have a water application
savings of 40 percent. Other benefits
include an even application of fertilizer
and reduced energy costs.

The nozzles are available for use in
most models of impact-type sprinklers.
FULL COVERAGE IRRIGATION
Circle 125 on Postage Free Card

34 sporfsTURF

TURF CUTTER
The Pro Lite Turf Cutter supersedes

the Model "N' turf cutter and weighs only
170 pounds. A depth adjustment has
been added, making thickness of cut
variable to 1-1/2-inches. Drive wheels
make it possible to replace a worn or dam-
aged tire without replacing the whole
wheel.

The Pro Lite is available with either
a Briggs & Stratton IIC or a Honda
engine.

TURFCO MFG., INC.
Circle 126 on Postage Free Card

STRIPING PAINT
Quik Stripe aerosol marking paint

maintains its brightness and sharp lines
throughout heavy competition. It ensures
accurate spotting of field position for
players, coaches and officials, and dries
quickly, limiting field delays.

Quick Stripe does not harm grass or
retard growth and the cans empty com-
pletely to eliminate waste. It will stripe
2,000 to 4,5000 linear feet per case.
Colors include artie white, athletic
orange, blue, red, and yellow-gold.
PIONEER
Circle 127 on Postage Free Card

SCOREBOARD
".

CLASSIFIEDS
ATHLETIC FIELDS REBUILT

Baseball,Football,Soccer Fieldsrebuiltand sod-
ded with BLUEGRASS SOD. COST: a 160' x
360' Footballfieldis $20,000 plus or minus20%
depending on localconditions within150 miles
of Pittsburgh. CONSULTING on improving
and maintaining existing fields.

VICNOR FARMS, INC.
Connoquenesing, PA 16027

1-800-842-0461

PENNSYLVANIA GROWN SOD
PENNCROSS Bentgrass (available soil-free)
shipped up to 1,000 miles via our trucks-fork-
liftunloaded. Fourway blend of Bluegrass and
Bluegrass/Ryegrass shipped up to 300 miles.
Quality products and prompt deliveries -
Twentyfive years of experience.

VICNOR FARMS, INC.
Connoquenessing, PA 16027

1-800-842-0461
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